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Our partnership with Schumacher® has enabled us to extend our range of Battery Chargers and Jump Starters  

and bring the latest technology to the UK. Schumacher® is renowned for being the largest manufacturer of  

Battery Chargers in the world, with in excess of an 85% share of the US battery charger market.

WHY CHOOSE SCHUMACHER® CHARGERS
Schumacher battery chargers feature patented ‘Speed Charge’ technology. These units can  

charge a battery up to 3 times faster than a conventional charger and do so safely. These chargers  

offer a microprocessor controlled ‘maintenance mode’, enabling the units to be left connected  

indefinitely to the battery to continually monitor and maintain the battery without causing any  

damage, thus creating a Faster - Safer - Smarter way of charging.

Model No. SPI3S is one of the only chargers on the market that is specially designed to charge  

Lithium batteries, which are becoming more commonplace on motorcycles and sports cars due to being 

lightweight. It also charges lead acid, calcium, AGM/GEL and leisure batteries. For full details see page 6.

TRADITIONAL JUMP STARTERS
The range includes Professional RoadStarts®, which use a  

High Performance Battery with exceptional power delivery. Up to 2,000  

charge/dis-charge cycle compares favourably to a regular battery 

life cycle of 500 times, and in tests it has been proven that the battery in these 

units is capable of delivering 50% more starts than cheaper alternatives. 

These Roadstarts® are the first emergency jump starters available on the  

market with DEKRA approval. With professional grade, high performance 

AGM batteries, they are specifically designed to jump-start vehicles with AGM, 

Calcium, Lead Acid and sealed Lead Acid batteries. Model No’s. PBI2212S and 

PBI4424S are fitted with 99.9% copper cables, which provide a more effective 

conductor and stay flexible to -40°. Full spike and surge protection, as well as 

reverse polarity alarms are standard on these models and all controls are  

recessed to protect them from damage should the unit get knocked or fall over. 

LITHIUM JUMP STARTERS
The SL1S and SL65S are slim pocket-sized 12V jump starter packs which benefit from being  

compact and lightweight yet providing high amperage output, which is ideal for vehicles of all  

types. These units are fitted with USB outlets and come with a range of accessories supplying up  

to five full charges for smartphones and mp3 players, or one full charge for a tablet computer.  

The SL2S 12V Lithium Jump Starter Power Pack utilises a powerful Li-ion Phosphate  

(LiFePo4) battery, creating an impressive 800 peak amps! This enables it to start up to 5 litre petrol  

engines and 3.6 litre diesel engines. The Lithium-ion battery ensures greater power, extended  

performance and holds a charge for up to five times longer than conventional batteries. It also  

creates high energy density levels giving more battery power per gram. The SL2S features a  

digital display that provides the user with step by step instructions and safe start protection to  

ensure a sixty second cooling down period between jump start attempts. This compact and  

lightweight Jump Starter creates a starting current of 540 amps and features two 5V/2.1A  

USB outlets for charging accessories such as mobile phones etc.
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HYBRID ULTRA CAPACITOR STARTERS
The SHY900S and SHY1200S Hybrid Ultra Capacitor Jump Starters incorporate a lithium battery 

pack to energise the unit when the vehicle battery is not sufficient to do so. They include a digital 

display and LED front panel, giving easy indication of battery voltage, capacitor charge, lithium  

battery charge status, reverse polarity and function selection. If the vehicle battery is faulty or is 

holding less than 5 volts, the Sealey Schumacher® Hybrid units can be pre-charged via an internal 

lithium battery pack, another vehicle’s battery, a Micro USB charging cable or 12V accessory lead. 

Fitted with heavy duty clamps and a rubber boot for durability, these units have a 10,000 cycle life.














